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Abstract
We show that it is possible to ﬁnd a minimal ﬁll ordering of a graph in O(n2.69) time. Previous algorithms for the problem required
(n3) time on dense graphs. The algorithm uses fast matrix multiplication to produce the same ordering of vertices as Tarjan’s well
known LEX-M algorithm.
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1. Introduction
The minimal ﬁll problem arises out of applications to performing Gaussian elimination on sparse matrices. For a
symmetric matrix, rows can be mapped to vertices, and the order in which rows are chosen as pivots will correspond
to a vertex ordering of the graph. Pivoting on a row can make zeros in the original matrix change into nonzero values;
these new nonzero elements are called ﬁll. In the graph model, this ﬁll process corresponds to making the neighbors of
the pivot vertex into a clique. The ﬁll created by an ordering is deﬁned by a process of successively removing a vertex
v, and making all remaining neighbors of v into a clique.
Ideally, we would like to choose an ordering which minimizes the ﬁll over all possible orderings. However,Yanakakis
showed that this “minimum ﬁll” problem is NP-complete [15]. This has led to a great deal of research on attempts to
create orderings which have good properties, though these will not in general ﬁnd the minimum ﬁll.
One important direction of research has been an attempt to create minimal, rather than minimum, ﬁll. A ﬁll created
by an ordering  is minimal if there is no other ordering  such that the ﬁll created by  is a proper subset of the ﬁll
created by .
For many minimization problems, ﬁnding a minimal (i.e., the solution is not a proper superset of any other solution)
rather than a minimum solution can be accomplished in a very simple greedy fashion. By contrast, it is not obvious
how to create a minimal ﬁll in polynomial time. A number of polynomial algorithms, such as [1,8,11] for the problem
have been developed, but all of these take(mn) time, and can have running times proportional to n3 on dense graphs.
We break this (n3) barrier, using fast matrix multiplication to get a running time of O(n2.69) for the minimal ﬁll
problem. In particular, we take one of the most famous algorithms for minimal ﬁll, the LEX-M algorithm of [11], and
show that the ordering produced by LEX-M can be found in O(n2.69) time.
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2. Deﬁnitions
Given an ordering  = v1, v2, . . . , vn of the vertices of a graph G = (V ,E), we construct a sequence of graphs
G = G0,G1,G2, . . . ,Gn−1,Gn = Gf as follows. For 1 in let Gi be the graph obtained from Gi−1 by adding
edges between every pair of vertices vj , vk such that j, k > i and vj and vk are neighbors of vi in Gi−1. The graph Gf
= Gn will be called the ﬁlled graph for the ordering , and the ﬁll caused by  is the set of edges which are in Gf but
not in G.
The ﬁll caused by an ordering  corresponds to zero entries which become nonzero during Gaussian elimination
of a symmetric matrix using  as pivot ordering. An early paper noting the correspondence between this “elimination
game” on a graph and creating nonzero entries during Gaussian elimination is [9]. For this reason, the problem of
choosing a vertex ordering which minimizes the amount of ﬁll has been studied carefully. The minimum ﬁll problem
was one of the original open problems in [4], and was shown to be NP-complete in [15]. The special case of determining
whether a graph has a perfect elimination order, i.e. an ordering which causes no ﬁll, is equivalent to the graph having
no chordless cycles of length greater than 3. Graphs without chordless cycles of length greater than 3 are called chordal
graphs; algorithms for recognizing chordal graphs and producing a perfect elimination ordering in linear time can be
found in [11,14].
The minimal ﬁll problem studied here requires ﬁnding an ordering of the vertices such that the ﬁll produced by this
ordering does not properly contain the ﬁll produced by any other ordering of the vertices but minimal ﬁll.
The paper will make use of the “path lemma” of Rose, Tarjan and Lueker.
Path Lemma (Rose et al. [11], Rose and Tarjan [10]). Consider any ordering of the vertices of a graph. There is an
edge (v,w) of the ﬁll graph produced by this ordering if and only if there is a path P from v to w such that every
internal vertex of P precedes both v and w in the ordering.
Our algorithm will maintain a partition of the vertices into sets, where the order between sets is ﬁxed, while the order
of vertices within sets is not yet determined. A ﬁll path between v and w will be a path from v to w which uses only
intermediate vertices which are in sets which come before the sets containing v and w in the ordering; the path lemma
tells us that any vertices connected by a ﬁll path will be adjacent in the ﬁlled graph.
We let n denote the best known time bound to multiply two n by n matrices. Currently = 2.376.
3. Algorithm
Algorithm LEX-M for solving the minimal ﬁll problem [11] works as follows. At each step, the vertices of G are
partitioned into an ordered list of vertex subsets; the initial partition places all vertices in a single set. Any vertex v
from the last current subset is chosen to be removed from the subset and placed in the output list. We then use v to
partition each subset in the current list as follows.
Let S be an arbitrary subset in the list. Let precede(S) be the set of vertices which are in subsets which come before
S in the current partition list. Let S2 ⊆ S be the set of vertices which are reachable from v either directly by an edge,
or reachable from v on a path P using only intermediate vertices from precede(S). Let S1 be S − S2. For each S, we
modify the partition by splitting S into S1, S2, placing S1 immediately before S2. An implementation showing that this
partitioning with respect to v can be done in O(m) time is given in [11], leading to an O(nm) algorithm for ﬁnding a
minimal ﬁll ordering.
The algorithm differs from LEXBFS, a well known algorithm originally designed for recognizing chordal graphs,
in that LEXBFS divides each set into neighbors and nonneighbors of v in G, while LEX-M divides into neighbors and
nonneighbors of v in a graph which has been augmented by edges which are known to be contained in the ﬁll. We
modify LEX-M by computing this ‘known ﬁll’ periodically, rather than generating it each time when a vertex is placed
on the output list.
In our implementation of the LEX-M algorithm, the ordered list of vertex subsets of the original implementation
is restructured in an ordered list of ‘groups’. Each group is an ordered collection of consecutive vertex subsets, and
the groups form a partition of the vertex subsets. Thus, initially, there is one group containing a single set, where this
set consists of all vertices in G. Additionally, our implementation maintains the invariant that each group will contain
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at most one large subset, where large will mean that its cardinality is greater than f (n), where f is a function to be
chosen later. For a group T, let precede(T) be the set of vertices which are in groups which come before T in the current
partition list. We will maintain for all vertices x, y known ﬁll edges which come from a path from x to y in which all
intermediate vertices precede both the group containing x and the group containing y; this ﬁll is computed whenever a
new group is created. Fill edges incident to a vertex w which uses paths involving intermediate vertices from the same
group as w will be generated only when a new vertex is placed on the output list, as in the original implementation of
the LEX-M algorithm.
Theorem 1. Let T be a group. All ﬁll between the vertices in T and vertices of V (G)–precede(T) which uses only
vertices of precede(T) as intermediate vertices on ﬁll paths can be computed in O(n) time.
Proof. Find the connected components of the subgraph H induced by precede(T). For each x, t such that t is in T and
x is G–precede(T), there is a ﬁll path from x to t satisfying the conditions of the theorem if and only if x and t have
neighbors in a common component of H. Create a matrix M with a row for each vertex of G–precede(T), and a column
for each connected component of H. There is a 1 in position M[x, h] if x has an edge to a vertex in component h, and
a 0 otherwise. It is clear that t and x have edges to a common component if and only if MMT [t, x] is nonzero, so the
ﬁll from T using only intermediate vertices in precede(T) can be computed in O(n) time. 
We deﬁne G′ to be a graph consisting of the vertices and edges of G, and all ﬁll edges (x, y) where intermediate
vertices on ﬁll paths come from groups which do not contain x or y. The algorithm of [11] could also use the edges of
G′ rather than G in its computation, but does not compute any of these edges when a set is split into subsets.
When a vertex v is chosen for the output list, we will divide each subset of the current partition list using the following
technique. For each subset S, partition S into S1, S2, where S2 contains the vertices of S which are either adjacent to v
in G′, or vertices which have a path from v in G′ using only intermediate vertices which are in the group containing S,
and which come from sets which precede S in the partition list.
Theorem 2. Suppose the subsets are ordered as in LEX-M before v is placed in the output list. Every subset of vertices
is split by the above procedure exactly as in LEX-M.
Proof. Let S1, S2 be the partition created by LEX-M. Consider any path P vx0x1 . . . xks2 to s2 in S2 found during
LEX-M. Let xi . . . xj be any maximal consecutive set of vertices of P which come from groups which precede S. There
will be an edge from xi−1 to xj+1 in G′, since edges of G′ are updated whenever a new group is formed, which implies
that the path from v to s2 will also be found by the algorithm.
Consider any path vy0y1 . . . yj s2 found by the new algorithm. Each edge (u, v) of G′ which is not in G was created
when a new group was formed, because there was a path from u to v using intermediate vertices only in earlier groups.
Therefore, for any edges of G′ not in G, we can insert the path using only vertices which precede this group. Thus, the
path from v to s2 will also be found by LEX-M.
The sets S2 found by the two algorithms are identical, and we will ﬁnd the same partition list using both
algorithms. 
Theorems 1 and 2 give us the outline of an algorithm.Whenever a new groupT is created, we usematrixmultiplication
to compute all ﬁll (t, x) where t is in T and x is in G–precede(T), and all intermediate vertices used in the ﬁll path are
in precede(T), and add the ﬁll edges to G′. As in LEX-M, we select a vertex to go last, and split all subsets, but in our
implementation we use only intermediate vertices within a single group for computing ﬁll edges at this time.
We have yet to deﬁne a group precisely (and thus to determine when a new group is created), and to present an
algorithm for splitting subsets of vertices inside groups using paths which involve intermediate vertices from the same
group as the subset of vertices being split.
Let f (n) be any function. Keep track of the size Tg of the group when the group was created. If a step of the algorithm
causes the size of the largest subset in the group to be at most Tg −f (n), we decompose the group into three subgroups
consisting of T1 = all vertex sets of T before the largest subset, S = the largest subset, T2 = all vertex subsets after
the largest subset. Note that this decomposition rule guarantees the invariant of our algorithm that each group contains
at most one vertex subset of size larger than f (n), since splitting all subsets of a group may create at most two large
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subsets (from splitting the unique large subset), and the two large subsets would be immediately placed in different
groups. In addition, we will create three new groups as above if the size of the largest set becomes smaller than f (n);
this step is not strictly necessary to achieve our time bound, but no further group subdivision is necessary on groups
which do not contain a subset of size larger than f (n).
The intention of the splitting process above is to ensure the following properties. We want to make sure that the total
number of groups created by the algorithm is O(n/f (n)). We also want to make sure that in any group, no more than
f (n) vertices are outside the largest subset of the group; this will eventually allow us to take time proportional to the
square of these set sizes in a crucial step. As noted above, the process guarantees that the second property remains true
throughout the algorithm, and the following lemma shows that the ﬁrst property is also true.
Lemma 1. There are O(n/f (n)) new groups created during a run of the algorithm.
Proof. Each time a group is created, either at least f (n) vertices are placed in subgroups which contain no subset of
size greater than f (n), or at least two subgroups of the group are of size at least f (n). The ﬁrst type of split can clearly
occur at most n/f (n) times, since none of the f (n) vertices placed in small subgroups will ever be split again into
smaller groups.
We can view the process of splitting into groups as a tree, where subgroups created become children of the subgroups
they were formed from. All internal nodes correspond to subgroups of size at least f (n). We know from above that
the number of groups of size at most f (n) is O(n/f (n)). The number of groups of size greater than f (n) which
are not subdivided into smaller groups is clearly O(n/f (n)), since these groups must be vertex disjoint. Therefore,
the number of leaves of the tree of subgroups is O(n/f (n)). Since internal nodes all have at least 2 children, the
number of internal nodes is also O(n/f (n)). Therefore, there are O(n/f (n)) steps of the algorithm which create new
groups. 
Each time a group is created, we spend O(n) time to ﬁnd ﬁll involving this group. Thus, the total time spent in
creating groups is O(n1+/f (n)).
We now describe how to split subsets when v is selected to be placed in the output list. Part of the algorithm will
use spanning trees for particular subgroups of groups, which will be maintained dynamically; i.e., the trees will be
maintained as edges are added and deleted. Using algorithms such as those in [6] for maintaining these spanning trees,
this will not be a bottleneck step of our algorithm. It is easier to understand which edges are used in these spanning
trees when the need for them arises; we will assume in Theorem 3 that these trees are available, and discuss the cost of
maintaining these trees as part of Theorem 4.
Theorem 3. When v is chosen to be the next vertex in the output list, the subsets created by LEX-M can be found in
O(nf (n)) time.
Proof. Consider each group T separately. Let S be the largest subset in T.
Let T1 be the set of those vertices of T which precede S, and let T2 be the set of those vertices of T which come after
S. Note that |T1| and |T2| are at most f (n).
We will use the standard method, as in [11], to split all subsets in T1; this will take time proportional to |V (T1)|2, and
is thus O(f 2(n)). We note that this could easily be reduced to time which is linear in the size of the subgraph induced
by T1, but this would not affect the overall time complexity of the algorithm. For completeness, we describe the steps
below.
Mark all neighbors of v (in G′). We will maintain a set R (for reachable) of vertices which are reachable from v
using only vertices in subsets which have already been considered. Go through subsets of T1 from the ﬁrst set in the
ordering to the last; let X be the current subset. Divide X into marked vertices, which are placed in X2, and unmarked
vertices, which are placed in X1. Place all vertices of X2 on a queue of vertices and add these vertices to R. While there
are vertices on this queue, let q be the next vertex on the queue. For each vertex t1 in T1, if q is adjacent to t1 and t1
comes after X in the ordering, mark t1. If q is adjacent to t1 and t1 does not come after X in the ordering, add t1 to the
queue and to R if t1 is not already in R.
We consider each possible edge (i, j ) twice (when i is added to R, and when j is added), so the work to split all sets
is proportional to the square of the number of vertices in T1.
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To split S, we ﬁnd the connected components in the subgraph of G′ induced by T1, and ﬁnd which components have
edges incident to v in G′. For each vertex in these components, we mark the vertices of S which are neighbors of this
vertex in G′; marked vertices (as well as those vertices of S which are neighbors of v in G′) are placed in S2, and
unmarked vertices in S1. The total time is clearly O(f 2(n) + |S|f (n)).
The following technique to split T2 is similar to the splitting of T1 but requires us to use certain complex routines
involving dynamic maintenance of connected components to avoid taking time proportional to the square of the size
of S.
We use algorithms such as [6] which perform dynamic maintenance of spanning trees to avoid taking |S|2 time;
the time complexity of these algorithms will be discussed in Theorem 4. Speciﬁcally, we maintain spanning trees of
the subgraph of G′ induced by T1 ∪ S for each group T. Given these dynamically maintained spanning trees, we take
O(f (n)+ |S|) time to divide the subgraph induced by T1 ∪ S into connected components.
Given the components, we work in similar fashion to the splitting of T1. We start by marking all neighbors of v in
G′, and all vertices in components of the subgraph induced by T1 ∪ S which contain one of these vertices. We make a
set of vertices reachable from v, initially consisting of the marked vertices of subgraph induced by T1 ∪ S, and mark
all vertices of T2 adjacent to a marked vertex of subgraph induced by T1 ∪ S.
We then step through the sets of T2 from the ﬁrst set in the ordering to the last. We divide the current set X
into a subset of marked vertices, and a subset of unmarked vertices, placing the set of unmarked vertices before
the set of marked vertices. We add the marked set to the reachable vertices, and make sure that each neighbor of
these vertices becomes either marked (if it is in a later set) or added to the reachable set, as in the splitting of T1
except that we add an entire connected component to the reachable set when a vertex of T1 ∪ S is marked. The
total running time of this algorithm is O(f (n)(f (n) + |S|)). Therefore, the total time to split a single group when
v is chosen is O(f 2(n) + (f (n)|S|).
Since there are O(n/f (n)) groups, the total time taken to reﬁne all sets when v is chosen is O(n/f (n) ∗ (f 2(n)) +
f (n)(|S1| + |S2| + · · · + |Sk|), where Si is the largest set in group Ti , and is thus O(nf (n)) in total. 
Theorem 4. The minimal ﬁll found by algorithm LEX-M of a graph can be computed in O(n2.69) time.
Proof. We ﬁrst address the time needed for dynamic maintenance of spanning trees, which was deferred earlier. We
add edges between a pair of vertices (v,w) only once, when the edge is ﬁrst added to G′. We delete an edge only
once (either when the pair is split into different groups, or when one of the vertices is placed in T2), since when a
new group is created the set T1 ∪ S is a subset of a previous set for which a spanning tree was maintained. Therefore,
there are at most n2 calls to add/delete edges in the spanning tree. There are dynamic spanning tree algorithms
which take polylogarithmic time per operation [6], so the overall time spent maintaining spanning trees is clearly
O(n2.69).
Combining Theorems 1, 3, and Lemma 1 above, the total time taken is O(n2f (n) + n1+/f (n)). If we use the
O(n2.376) matrix multiplication bound of [3], this balances using f 2(n) = n1.376, i.e. f (n) = n.688 and the time is
O(n2.688). If we use Strassen’s algorithm [12], generally considered more practical than [3] due to the large constants in
the latter algorithm, and assume that matrix multiplication takes O(n2.81) time, the equation balances at f 2(n) = n1.81
or f (n) = n.905 i.e. the time is O(n2.91).
More generally, if we use O(nk) time for matrix multiplication, the time bound for computing LEX-M in this way
becomes O(n(3+k)/2). 
Corollary 1. The clique cutset decomposition of a graph can be computed in O(n2.69) time.
Proof. At the end of the algorithm above, G′ will contain exactly those edges which are either in G, or added to G
as ﬁll caused by the ordering produced by LEX-M. For each vertex v of the ordering, let Cv be the neighbors of v in
G′ which are after v in the ordering. Tarjan [13] shows that a clique separator decomposition of G can be found by
identifying which sets Cv are cliques in G.
Create a graph H by adding two vertices v1, v2 to G for each vertex v of G, making v1 and v2 adjacent to all vertices
in Cv . It is not hard to see that Cv is a clique in G if and only if the number of paths of length 3 from v1 to v2 in H is
equal to |Cv|(|Cv| − 1). This information is easily obtained from the cube of the adjacency matrix of H, and thus we
can determine which sets Cv are cliques of G using two extra matrix multiplications. 
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4. Conclusions and open problems
We have shown that a minimal ﬁll ordering of a graph can be found in O(n2.69) time; this ordering can also be used
to ﬁnd a clique cutset decomposition in the same time bound.
The paper [2] shows that although LEX-M creates a minimal ﬁll, the number of ﬁll edges added tends to be larger
than those for some other minimal ﬁll algorithms. It would be interesting to see whether the other algorithms could
also use matrix multiplication to reduce their time complexities on dense graphs.
We note in this context that independently from us, the recent paper [5] has shown that using a completely new
algorithm, a minimal ﬁll can be computed in O(n log n) time.
It would also be interesting to show that computing a minimal ﬁll of a graph is at least as hard as some other
well-known problem (such as determining whether a graph has a triangle) for which the best known algorithms require
matrix multiplication; for examples of this type of bound, see [7].
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